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Тест на словарный запас 
английского языка
Вставьте слова вместо пропусков: accord, apparent, approach, coast, commit, 
concern, consider, court, evident, fancy, instance, level, minute, obtain, practice, 
property, render, stock, theory, vain

1. In that ____, the patents bank might facilitate hands-on technical assistance from 
the patent holders.

2. The urgent need for intensified action to address HIV-related stigma and 
discrimination is ____.

3. In this respect, two well-known ____es were discussed: the focused approach and 
the extended approach.

4. Indeed, ____ prices doubled compared to profits.

5. Restrictions on access to agricultural land and the fishing limit of three miles from 
the ____ remain challenges.

6. Over-abstraction of groundwater could ____ the aquifer unusable by 2016.

7. G'Kar confirms he didn't ____ any crimes.

8. I'm not so ____ as to display its power, master cromwell.

9. Norway expressed ____ about children living in poverty and Roma children.

10. Cannot ____ ITextDocument from RichEdit control.

11. That interpretation was in line with long-established State ____ and with United 
Nations treaty practice.

12. Saudi Arabia hosted thousands of persons who propagated terrorist ____ against 
her country.

13. She underscored that linkages between HIV/AIDS and reproductive health 
programming were increasingly ____.

14. The Arusha peace ____ process appears to be derailed.

15. Please provide any substantial information that you ____ useful.

16. But at the last ____, I rebelled.

17. Though law recognizes women's right to ____, in practice, women are denied 
property.

18. The circle of persons entitles to apply to international ____ shall be defined by the 
international court regulations.

19. Discriminatory practices exist at every ____ of society, from the family and 
community level to the level of State institutions.
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20. Those big dresses with those ____ pink bows.
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Ответы на тест на словарный запас 
английского языка

1. instance

2. apparent

3. approach

4. stock

5. coast

6. render

7. commit

8. vain

9. concern

10. obtain

11. practice

12. theory

13. evident

14. accord

15. consider

16. minute

17. property

18. court

19. level

20. fancy
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